






Model T Building Project

• 1916 Model T/American LaFrance Chemical Truck

• First piece of equipment purchased by Hamilton FD 



The original Hamilton Fire Station



Model T  - Former Building
• The building that protected the Model T was demolished 
during construction of new Public Safety Building (PSB) 
because it was in the way of progress 
•The construction of a replacement Model T building was 
abandoned due to budget cuts 



The old Model T Building location



Replacement Model T Building

• We are requesting CPA funds to rebuild 
this building for historical preservation

• Funding was previously approved by your 
committee in 2007

• This building project was never acted upon
• The funds were subsequently retuned to 

the CPC
• The building project has been in limbo until 

now



Model T Building Site



Proposed Model T Building 



Good Evening.  As the Chief stated, my name is Andrew Ellison, a 24-year veteran 

of the Hamilton Fire Department and a Taxpayer, and I have a very personal 

connection with this project.  My role assisting with the Model T maintenance, 

rebuilding, and operation began over 30 years ago.  In the 1990s and early 2000’s I 

spent many a night and weekend with my father Captain Danny Ellison 

maintaining and keeping this valuable piece of Hamilton’s history in immaculate 

condition as well as displaying it at local and regional shows, parades, and 

fireman’s musters. As such, I can speak to you thoroughly regarding the significant 

tender, love, and care that this piece of history requires.   

Chemical 1, the assigned name for the Model T back in 1916 when it was 

delivered to The Town, was the first motorized fire apparatus purchased by The 

Town.  Following its service for The Town, it was sold privately and almost lost 

forever.  However, the fire engine was gifted back in the 1950s where firefighters 

began restoring the engine on their own time.  Unfortunately, in the mid-1970’s, 

the engine was involved in an accident while being driven by a restoration vender 

and significantly damaged.  Again, the firefighters rebuilt the nearly destroyed fire 

engine back to its original drive-able condition. 

In 1990, the Hamilton Firefighters recognized the need to preserve this piece of 

the town’s history and personally built a brick-and-mortar garage without any 

taxpayer funding to secure this irreplaceable antique.  In 2005, Chief Philip 

Stevens applied to the CPC for a grant for construction of a replacement building 

to house the Model T as this existing structure was slated for destruction to make 

space for the new public safety building.  Your predecessors on the CPC saw the 

immense value in maintaining this piece of history and approved the request for 

funds back in 2005.  As a result of this approval, the building was razed with the 

promise that the Town of Hamilton would then build a suitable replacement 

building. 

Unfortunately, over the next 8 years, this project met substantial opposition from 

the prior town manager because of uncertainty related to the future use of what 

is now the Senior Center.  This left the 1916 Model T fire engine homeless, and it 

was “temporarily” stored in the fire apparatus bay where it was almost 

abandoned, repeatedly soaked, and even struck by a reversing in-service vehicle.  

As a result of these delays, in 2015, the CPC rescinded the unused funding, while 



stating that we (The CPC) QUOTE Strongly encourage the Fire Department to 

reapply for CPA Funds whenever plans are renewed to complete the project. 

END-QUOTE.  Today, we are reaching out to the CPC for approval for exactly this.   

In 2022, Retired Firefighter Randy Ayer took it upon himself to revitalize our 

historic antique.  Over the next 18 months, Randy rebuilt and revitalized this piece 

to the show-piece it is again.  Firefighter Ayer did all of this without using a cent 

of the taxpayers’ money by donating both his time and money to purchase 

materials.  We, as a department and as a town, owe it to Randy to see that his 

hard work is secured and preserved for decades to come. 

This request for funding represents a portion of the expected project costs to not 

only preserve the Model T, but also make it accessible for the public to enjoy by 

placing the antique on display in a beautiful building full of windows right in the 

heart of Hamilton.  In addition to Firefighter Ayer’s generous donation of time and 

money rebuilding the truck, the Fire Chief has already lined up a number of 

residents and community members who have volunteered their professional 

services to assist in various aspects of the project, from trenching the electrical 

service to preparing the foundation.  In fact, the architectural renderings you have 

been provided were donated by VANCEarchitects. The $150,000 requested 

represents the cost of the proposed structure which pays homage to Hamilton’s 

original firehouse where Chemical 1 was housed on Willow St (now the site of the 

Firehouse Place apartments, another CPC-funded project). 

We, as the firefighters of the Hamilton Fire Department and many of us as 

Taxpayers of the town of Hamilton implore this committee to approve this request 

for funds and help us preserve this significant and rare part of Hamilton’s history.   

At this time, The Chief and I would like to answer any questions the committee 

may have regarding the application and the proposed project. 

 

Andrew D. Ellison        Presented at: 

Captain         CPC Meeting 

Hamilton Fire Department      January 11, 2024 

 

 



To: Laurie Wilson, CPC
From: Hamilton Historical Society
Subject: Support For Model T Building
Date; January 28, 2024

It is with great enthusiasm that the Hamilton Historical Society endorses the construction
of a building to house Hamilton Fire Department’s, Model T, Chemical 1. The significance
of this vehicle to the town cannot be valued. It has served the Town of Hamilton since
1916 and was used to save untold lives and property.

So much of history is not appreciated and vehicles are scrapped and buildings are torn
down. Not every community has the foresight to treasure its history; with the help of the
CPC, we are able to value the past.

Randy Ayer has brought Chemical 1 back to life and it is amazing. I went to see Randy
and he showed me all the work that has been done with loving care. His time and money
made this irreplaceable vehicle a showpiece of which the Town of Hamilton can be proud.

This is our chance to show appreciation to the Hamilton Fire Department for the work they
have done and continue to do for the townspeople.

Anne Marie Cullen, President
Hamilton Historical Society





Historic Model T, Hamilton Chemical Engine 1, Building 

Funding Supporting Documentation 

 
Budget: 

a) Detail listing of all the major components including anticipated building costs is included.  This 

document is appended to this application. 

 

b) Additional funding sources, are in the form of donations of physical services, etc. have already 

been secured. We have commitments for the following services: 

 VANCE STEIN ARCHITECTS (drawings),  

 Iron Tree Service (moving the 2 trees and replanting),  

 Masterson Construction (dig the foundation and site work) 

 Preventive Septic (dig the electrical service),  

 Daniel McCormack Electric, has offered to help with the electrical installation. 

 

c) Tim Olsen, the Director of Public Works, will provide the firefighters bidding and 

prevailing wage consulting services throughout the construction project. The intent is to 

subcontract out major build processes (i.e. foundation, concreate floor slab, framing, 

windows, roof and the viewing sidewalks) to professional service companies.  Work will 

be supplemented by firefighters’ and taxpayers expertise where applicable. 

 

Support: 
I have spoken to the Town Manager and many of the Town’s department heads have shown 

positive encouragement and support for this project. At the CPC’s January, 4, 2024 meeting, 

there was unanimous support for this project by the CPC. Marnie Crouch, the Towns’ 

Planning Board Chair, spoke about her excitement for this project and the impact it will have 

on the downtown area. Ms. Crouch commented on how it would help tie the down-town area 

together by using a piece of town history as a static display that everybody would be able to 

enjoy.  

 

Chief Brunet plans to act as the General Contractor with help of, Michael Toomey “Licensed 

Builder” and Capital Committee Board Member and Mathew Brunet “Licensed 

Engineer/Construction Superintendent”. Chief Brunet’s history as a business owner, experience 

managing construction of new structures, and past role as the town’s Fire Inspector will be 

instrumental in assisting the firefighters’ reach their goal. 

 

The taxpayers of Hamilton have often supported the firefighters and the Model T.  The Model 

T made one of its inaugural displays since its last reconstruction at the 1991 Bicentennial 

Celebration where it was not only on static display but also led the Bicentennial Parade with 

Chief Doug Woodman. The Model T has participated in a number of Hamilton and neighboring 

parades and other community events allowing the firefighters to interact with the 

public.  Taxpayers’ children have climbed on the truck, posed for photographs on and with the 

antique over the years.   
 
On a final note; we have been approached with a very generous endowment offer for the upkeep 

and maintenance of this static display. Firefighter Randy Ayer, a retiree of the Hamilton Fire 

Department, has offered to donate sufficient funds/stocks to fully fund the building and the 

antique’s future maintenance.    As a result, the building maintenance moving forward will cost 

the town (and the taxpayers) nothing, making this the Town’s only self-sustaining building. 



Scope of work is based upon conceptual drawing Provided by: VANCE STEIN ARCHITECTS 

Electrical Service & Runs (Donation)

Plastering 4,750.00$        

Insurance Umbrella  

500.00$                               Sealant & Caulking

HVAC Labor

160,050.00$                       Estimate Totals

5,800.00$                            Install Split Climate Control Unit 

Materials Labor 

8,500.00$                            

Wood Framing Materials 25,000.00$                          

Concrete $175 Per Yard

15,000.00$                          

Misc. Rentals Fencing etc.

Electrical Service & Runs materials only

-$                                      

RAB Property Management INC. P.O. Box 2063 Hamilton Ma 01982 

BUDGET ESTIMATED BREAKDOWN

-$                                      

           (978)-423-2565

Electrical Labor

Site Work (Donation)

Windows/Doors & Trim

11,500.00$                          

Carpentry & General Labor

8,000.00$                            

9,500.00$                            Exterior Siding & Misc.

Footing, Frost Walls

Wood Framing, 

Concrete Floor 6,000.00$                            

For a building 14' X 22' coming in at 308 SQFT = $519 Per SQFT

Windows & Doors

3,000.00$                            

1,600.00$                            

7,800.00$                            

Primer & Paint

Blue Board & Plaster 3,600.00$                            

Shingle Roof 7,500.00$                            

-$                                      

Site Construction Labor 

10,000.00$                          

5,000.00$                            

Thermal & Moisture Protection Labor

Painting

3,500.00$                            

Carrier Climate Control (Donation)

Insulation 8,500.00$                            

Plans/Drawing Labor 

Construction Drawings (Donation) -$                                      

Landscaping Labor

Sidewalks 

Misc. Landscaping 4,000.00$                            

Misc. Site Materials 3,000.00$                            

7,500.00$                            

Vapor Barriers 500.00$                               
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T: 617.556.0007  F: 617.654.1735 
101 Arch Street, 12th Floor, Boston, MA 02110 

 
 
 

TO: Attorney Thomas W. McEnaney (By Electronic Mail Only) 

FROM: Attorney Michael D’Ortenzio, Jr. 

RE: Using CPA Funds to Construct Display Building for Antique Fire Apparatus 

DATE: January 9, 2024 

Question 

Can Community Preservation Act (“CPA”) dollars be used to construct a new display 
building for Chemical Engine 1, Hamilton’s first and recently rehabilitated motorized fire 
apparatus, which is currently stored in a manner that does not adequately protect Chemical 
Engine 1? 

Short Answer 

In my opinion, the proposed use is allowable pursuant to the CPA because the use would 
“preserve” a historic resource. 

Detailed Analysis 

Community Preservation Act 

To expend money from the CPA, projects must fall into one of the following categories:   
open space/recreation, community housing and historic preservation.  Within each category are 
specific ways that spending is authorized.  In my opinion, the proposed building to house the 
Chemical Engine 1 would fall under the historic preservation category. 

Pursuant to the CPA, authorized spending on historic preservation means spending that 
achieves “the acquisition, preservation, rehabilitation and restoration of historic resources…”  
G.L. c.44B, §5(b)(2).1  “Historic resources” means “a building, structure, vessel real property, 
[sic] document or artifact that is listed on the state register of historic places or has been 
determined by the local historic preservation commission to be significant in the history, 
archeology, architecture or culture of a city or town.”  G.L. c.44B, §2.  In my opinion, to expend 
funds on the proposed building under the historic preservation category, the Community 

                                                 
1 The CPA contains an internal inconsistency in the authorized uses of historic resources spending.  While 

G.L. c.44B, §5(b)(2) excludes “creation” from being an authorized use for historic resources, the CPA also defines 
“community preservation” as “the acquisition, creation and preservation of open space, the acquisition, creation and 
preservation of historic resources and the creation and preservation of community housing” (emphasis added).  G.L. 
c.44B, §2.  This memorandum assumes that CPA funds cannot be used to “create” historic resources, consistent with 
Department of Revenue guidance. 



 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Preservation Committee would need to determine that the building acquires, preserves, or 
rehabilitates a historic resource. 

Application to Chemical Engine 1 

In my opinion, construction of the display building would comport with the CPA because 
the building would preserve a historic resource.  Further, the Department of Revenue has 
previously interpreted “preservation” liberally and other towns have authorized similar spending. 

First, to spend CPA funds, the Community Preservation Committee (“Committee”) must 
determine that Chemical Engine 1 is a historic resource.  In my opinion, the Committee may 
make this finding if Chemical Engine 1 has been determined by the Historic District 
Commission/Historical Commission to be significant in the history, archaeology, architecture, or 
culture of the Town of Hamilton. 

Once Chemical Engine 1 has been determined to be a historic resource, CPA monies may 
then be spent to acquire, preserve, or rehabilitate Chemical Engine 1.  I understand that, since the 
previous display building was torn down in February 2007 as part of the construction of the 
current Public Safety Facility, the apparatus has suffered from a lack of proper storage.  
Specifically, over the past fifteen (15) years, I understand that Chemical Engine 1 has been 
stored under cover in the Public Safety Facility’s apparatus bay, suffered from exposure to 
moisture and freezing temperatures and been struck by modern fire trucks.  I further understand 
that a retired member of the Hamilton Fire Department recently restored Chemical Engine 1 to 
its original, working condition. 

In my opinion, if a new display building will preserve the restored Chemical Engine 1 
from the disrepair and degradation that it currently suffers in the apparatus bay, then the CPC 
would be able to determine that construction of such a building falls within an eligible CPA use.  
First, the CPA defines “preservation” as the “protection of personal or real property from injury, 
harm or destruction.”  G.L. c.44B, §2.  Here, construction of the display building will keep 
Chemical Engine 1 safe from further harm, which would otherwise continue to occur due to lack 
of proper storage.  Second, the Department of Revenue has in the past broadly interpreted the 
term “preserve” to include the construction of new facilities.  In a case involving the Town of 
Norfolk, the Department of Revenue opined that construction of a water treatment plant near a 
local pond could be an authorized use under the preservation prong of the open space category, 
as the treatment facility would “prevent further contamination of the pond….”  DOR File 2006-
230 (February 9, 2007).  Finally, the Town of Essex recently built a structure to enclose and 
protect a historic hand pumper fire apparatus at its Memorial Park with CPA funds.  Essex 
authorized $60,000 of CPA spending on this project in May 2021.  This expenditure was 
approved by its Community Preservation Committee and Town Meeting and, to my knowledge, 
has not been challenged by any taxpayer. 
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Laurie Wilson

From: Stuart Saginor <Stuart.Saginor@communitypreservation.org>
Sent: Tuesday, January 2, 2024 1:09 PM
To: Laurie Wilson
Cc: Chase Mack
Subject: External Email Warning  RE: question of eligibility for CPA grant

Hi Laurie: 
 
We don’t see any way you can construct a new building with CPA funds.  If you look at the CPA Allowable Uses chart, it 
is clear that you can’t “create” anything new in the historic category. 
 
https://www.communitypreservation.org/allowable-uses 
 
If the town had an historic building that was on the state register, or similarly significant, then it could “rehabilitate” that 
building to house the truck, so long as the rehab didn’t destroy any historic features of the building.  But creating a new 
building, nor planning activities to create a new building, aren’t eligible for CPA funds. 
 
Best, 
Stuart 
 
Stuart Saginor, Executive Director 
Community Preservation Coalition  
 
Phone: 617-371-0540   
Web: www.communitypreservation.org  
Email:  stuart.saginor@communitypreservation.org 
6 Beacon Street, Suite 615, Boston, MA 02108  
 
Please Note:  The Community Preservation Coalition renders neither legal opinions nor legal advice, and recommends consulting with 
an attorney. 
 

From: Laurie Wilson <lwilson@hamiltonma.gov>  
Sent: Tuesday, January 2, 2024 12:02 PM 
To: Stuart Saginor <Stuart.Saginor@communitypreservation.org> 
Subject: question of eligibility for CPA grant 
 

Hi Stuart, and Happy New Year, 
 
The Community Preservation Committee just received the attached eligibility application. It is categorized under 
“Historic Preservation” but it is for a grant to construct a building to house the antique fire truck. Does this new building 
fall under Historic Preservation? 
 
FYI I have also attached the previous application which was approved in FY08 for a building, but never built. The CPC 
wonders whether this application was even eligible under Historic Preservation at that time. 
 
As always, thank you for your help, 
Laurie 
 

 You don't often get email from lwilson@hamiltonma.gov. Learn why this is important  
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